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Given many fundamental environmental and social problems, there is a strong need to design spaces, both social and physical, in which more sustainable practices can develop and flourish. However, strategists are continuously haunted by the empirical fact that the inhabitants of designed spaces do not always follow the intentions of that space’s design in practice. In fact there is a growing body of work suggesting that spaces designed for sustainability are used in order to perpetuate unsustainable practices.

In this session, we welcome contributions from a variety of perspectives and contexts that address the seeming tension between designing space for sustainability and its practice. In particular, we are interested in contributions that help to compare top-down design of sustainability spaces and a more bottom-up use of such spaces, or conversely, spaces that were not originally designed for sustainability and are being used to develop more sustainable practices. Below we have listed some tentative ideas related to this overall topic:

• **Internal spaces:** how is sustainability included in the design and practice of governance protocols; management systems such as control or rewards systems; functions and sectors such as teaching within Universities, stakeholder engagement within NGOs, or policy development within government?

• **Institutional spaces:** how and why are sustainability designs/practices translated into different contexts and how are they represented within organisations? How does the blurring of boundaries between government, civil society and business influence forms of sustainability regulation such as formal, voluntary and co-regulation?

• **Shared spaces:** in times of fragmentation of movements, individualization, economization, globalization etc., how are spaces for collective learning and social movements that might support sustainability created, upheld and terminated? What are regarded as safe spaces for learning and organising?

• **Edge spaces:** how do boundary objects help create or destroy spaces for sustainability? What influence do they have on reinforcing established routines or creative knowledge development? How does sustainability challenge existing ideas of boundaries such as local/global and how does it operate in such spaces?

• **In-between spaces:** how do organising groups for sustainability link? How do these networks function and learn? How might this learning be translated and represented within organisations? How maneuverable, transferable, generalizable or translatable are these ideas and their outcomes such as codes, practices, processes etc.?

• **Virtual spaces:** how do actors design/practice sustainability within virtual spaces? Are there differences to how sustainability is designed and practiced in physical spaces?

• **Creative spaces:** how/why might sustainability act as inspiration for, or destroy, innovation in the design/redesign of spaces?
• **Power in spaces**: how is power framed within the sustainability debate and in what ways does this shape sustainability design/practice within selected spaces?
• **Challenging spaces**: epistemological - how do we know that we are studying such spaces? Ethical - what are the ethical dilemmas in manipulating spaces for sustainability?
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